
 

 

 

AND THE WINNERS ARE… 

We´re giving away five copies of MyGrammarLab as prizes in our Facebook 
competition 

 
Five followers of Pearson English Hub have won a copy of our new MyGrammarLab 
books by taking part in our Hands Up! competition held on our Facebook site. 
 
We posted a photo of a classroom scene and asked people to invent a caption in English of 
no more than 15 words to describe it. Since then, we´ve received dozens of replies and it 
has been a difficult job to select the best ones as we have been very impressed by the level 
of creativity and humour shown. However, we´ve finally reached a decision and the 
participants who sent in the 5 answers which we liked the most will soon be receiving their 
copy of MyGrammarLab as detailed in the competition rules. 
 
The winners are: 
 

1. Carmen Cabana Regueiro - Spain 
Do you believe you can? Yes? Then... Raise your hands! Both hands! 

 
2. Anabela Quaresma – Portugal 
Are you ready to learn???? Then hands up!!!! 

 
3. Juani Marrero - Spain 
Who wants to go out instead of doing the test? Me! Me! Me! 

 
4. Zara Nunes – Portugal 
Our politicians have just resigned! All of them!! Education will be run by teachers!! 
Hallelujah!!!! 

 
5. Pilar Pérez - Spain 
School bans children from raising their hands. 

 
As we indicated, the winners who most currently be residents in Spain or Portugal can now 
choose to receive one of the following three levels that make up the MyGrammarLab 
series: Elementary (A1/A2), Intermediate (B1/B2) or Advanced (C1/C2). 
 
We will be emailing the winners over the course of the coming week, at the email address 
provided when participating in the competition. We remind everyone that the cut-off date 
for any reclamation concerned with these prizes is Friday, 30th November. 
 
After that date, if Pearson does not receive a correct postal address from any of the 5 
winners so as to be able to send the book to them, we reserve the right to carry out a 
second draw and name a new winner or winners, if deemed appropriate.  
 
About Pearson: 
 
At Pearson we take learning personally. The materials, resources and services we provide 
are available both online and offline in a whole range of different languages. We aim to 
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help people learn and make progress in their lives, wherever they are and however they 
wish to learn. 
 
Pearson is the number one learning company in the world and includes such popular and 
prestigious companies and divisions as Penguin, Dorling Kindersley, Financial Times and 
our education business, Pearson International. We are also proud to be the owners of 
famous publishing imprints such as Longman or Prentice Hall, which bring together more 
than 150 years´ experience of providing teaching materials and support with new online 
methodology and resources for students.  
 
We offer learning, training, testing and certification services from our offices in over 70 
countries worldwide. And with products like our MyLabs we are changing the way people 
learn all over the globe. 
 
We believe in the power of learning to open doors, change lives and build a better world, to 
offer hope and opportunity, because wherever learning flourishes so do people. 
 
For more information on the company, go to www.pearson.es 
 
You can also follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn. 
 
 
For further information: 
Manuel Caro 
email: manuel.caro@pearson.com  
Telephone: (+34) 913 828 300 
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